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The strength of the extraterrestrial bodies depends on 
their structure, composition, dimensions and the history of 
this body but usually is low enough. So the fragmentation of the 
body due to aerodynamic stresses 121 be ins at sufficiently 
large heights above the surface of the Ear f h. 

The process of fragmentation and dis erslon of the 
ents usually is studied by the hydrodynam ? c [I-31 or even 
amic [4-51 models. If the fragmentation rocess begins due 

he initial cracks and faults of the body, or 1 his body consists 
of lar e boulders glued by ice the stre th of these boulders 
after !?ragpentation remains higher than y he aerodynamic stresses 
exerted a the remalnlng part of the body. We sup ose that 
fragmentation occurs at initial moment t = 0 at some {eight zo 
above the surface of the a*, these fragments remaln solid. We 
do no take into account the possibility of further fragmentation 
durlng the remainlrg part of the trajectory. If the number of 
these parts is large ""ff" and thelr size is small in 
com arlson to the initial rad us of the body than we can use the 
san $ bag model ro osed in [61 In qualitative form. 

The quanti ! at ? ve sand bag model used in our computer 
simulation is as follows. There is a number N of frapgents 
loosely packed In the sand bag, N Is lar e in comparison to 
unity. For Instance, in the computatAons t f e results of which 
are presented In this aper N = 9110 , the initial radius of the 
sand bag R, = 100 m, t Fl e size of the stony boulders Ro = 1 m and 
their density po = 2.7 @crn2, the shape of the boulders is 
spherical, and they do not interact directly between each other. 

The motion of the frapgents or of the boulders (we call 
them particles) is verned by the set of slmple ordlnary Y differentially equat ons. 

Keep- in mind the uncertainties of the initial stage of 
fragmentation we have supposed that all the articles have the ! same size. For the motion of the air we use he equations of 
dynamics and take into account the ener release due to %: B motion of the articles with the respec to the air. As we have 
supposed that !he inltial si~e of the particles is large enough 
(boulders with the mass " 10 kg) the effects of evaporation and 
ablation are small. 

The articles are decelerated by the air and the decrease 
of their R inetic energy leads to the Increase of the internal 
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of the air. Due to these processes the 
air enerY' sformed, the density and the velocity of 
between the boulders is changi and thus t 
airis coupled to the motion of I? he ~articles. 

shock wave 
the air be 
he motion 

The Pesults for z, = 10 km: initial velocity 

in the 
fore and 
of the 

of the 

1 articles V = 50 km/sec, and the Initlal ratio of the volume of 
he boulders to the whole volume of the sand bag 0.9 are 
presented. It was assumed that at the Initial stme of 
?ragmentation all the articles in the spherical ! sandba$ have 
attained radial velocl ies pro~ortional to the their d stance 
from the center of the sphepe the maximum velocity is 0.3 
km/sec which is less than the estimates [I1  of the lateral 
velocltles [I1  due to the aerodynamic forces in the stage of 
fragmentation and initial separation of the fragments. The shape 
of the sand bag becomes conlcal and some of the boulders leave 
the maIn volume of the sand bag Into the trail, similarly to the 
gas dynamlc simulations 151. But the main number of the boulders 
exfilbit collective behavior. At the moment 0.2 sec just before 
the impact the diameter of the sandbag reached 400 m and the its 
thiclmess remalned 200 m. So the average density before the 
impact decreases 4 times in com arison to the Initial density. P The average velocity of the ar lcles in the sand b and of the 
sand bag as a whole has sldtly decreased but much ? ess than in 
the case of the fluld volume with the same cross section wlthout 
the pores when the drag increases proportionally to the area of 
the cross sectlon. The distances between the boulders is still 
not large enough and the sl le bow shock wave whlch encloses 
them has not been dissolved % to separate bow shock waves yet. 
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